LEARN
Experiential Learning Methodologies for Accelerated Skilling

PRACTICE
Project Based Learning to Gain Practical Exposure of Industry Domains

INTERN
Intern with Company to Prepare Yourself for a Specific Job Role
SmartBridge is committed to prepare the students for emerging job roles through innovative training & learning methods.

- Building Next-Gen Talent Pool
- Project Based Learning
- Learning By Doing
- Design Thinking
- Internet of Things (IoT)
- Data Science
- Artificial Intelligence
- Industrial Robotics
Our programs will enable institutions to create a Learning Journey for every student, which ends with a specific Skill Profile and makes them ready for a Job Role.
Unique concept of L&D Centers at Campus will enable institutions to connect their students to a learning journey which makes them Developers & Innovators in a Specific Technology Domain.
an Edtech Platform to make student job ready via Project Based Learning and Industry Driven Student Engagement Program
KEY PARTNERSHIPS

Since two years, SmartBridge has been partnered with IBM’s Digital Ecosystem Group to build developer communities. SmartBridge has enabled more than 15000 students on IBM Cloud & Watson Services.

SmartBridge is a Regional IT Academy of VMware, established VMWare IT Academies in many engineering institutions, trained many students on Virtualization concepts.

SmartBridge has been registered as a training vendor with Cyient Ltd. to train their employees on emerging technologies, to provide technical support in building Proof-of-Concepts. We have trained more than 400 employees on IoT and provided support to build 50+ Proof of Concepts in IoT.

ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS

[Display of logos from various academic institutions]
It’s been more than 2 years of association with SmartBridge now. They have done various events, set up a center of excellence and also up-skilled the students as well as the faculty in our journey. Our students, with their guidance have won many National Hackathons and also were able to get internships in the industry. We shall always look forward to the good work we can do in collaboration with SmartBridge.

Dr. Seetha Maddala, HOD, CSE, G. Narayanamma Institute of Technology & Sciences, Hyd

SmartBridge, being the brainchild of our alumni, Amarender, has done exceptionally well in laying the foundation to build the next gen talent pool. They have consistently upskilled our students in the domains of IoT, AI and ML and many students have used this learning to get placed in good MNC’s. Adapting to the changing industry while bridging the gap between academia and industry has always been their forte.

Dr. Ameet Chauhan, Professor, Sreenidhi Institute of Science & Technology, Hyd

SmartBridge has excellent connections with the industries who are looking for skilled people in the domain of AI, ML, IoT etc. SmartBridge has brought a good number of companies for hiring Hackathon event. Students who performed-well got internship cum placement offers from participating companies.

Dr. V. Mohanraj, Professor, Sona College of Technology, Salem

SmartBridge filling the gaps between the college and industry with internships, training programs, workshops and FDPs. and for the student side, they can make the students what the company expects beyond the academic curriculum. Our college is associated with smartbridge from the last 2 years, they are different from other edu. partners in teaching style and are technically strong in emerging technologies.

Mr. Vijay Krishna, Asst. Professor, Annamacharya Institute of Technology & Science

Our journey with Smartbridge has been fascinating and stupendous for the past 3 years. A journey which just started with a small scale training program for our students has encouraged and attracted a humongous number of students of round about 300+ in one go. The trainers sent by Smartbridge are well versatile with their skill that they are on their toes to solve any sort of doubts raised by the participants.

Dr. Kishoar Reddy, Assistant Professor, Stanley College of Engineering & Technology, Hyd
THE SMARTBRIDGE

We are here to impact lives by building their successful career.

- Amarender Katkam, Founder & CEO
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